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imagingchildhood
Imaging Childhood as a Realm of Otherness: 
The Fantastic Metamorphoses of Children

Shelley Chappell

That one of the many active ideologies of childhood in the West is the construction of

children as 'other' is acknowledged by scholars in a variety of disciplines (e.g.,

Kincaid 1992; Jenks 1996; Aitken 2001; Bridgeman 2002). In the field of children's

literature, the focus has been upon how such constructions foster uneven adult-child

power relationships and lead to the 'colonisation' of children and childhood.i

Jacqueline Rose (1984), Roderick McGillis (1996, 1997, 1999) and others (see

McGillis 1999) have made significant contributions to the topic, but Perry Nodelman's

'The Other: Orientalism, Colonialism, and Children's Literature' (1992) is especially

reflexive about employing the term 'otherness'. Using as a model Edward Said's

exploration of the Western/Eurocentric othering of the East in Orientalism (1978),

Nodelman outlines the major ways in which the othering of children in the West

operates and its primary effects. In doing so, he indicates, but does not elaborate upon,

the possible reasons for the adult projection of otherness upon children. My

proposition is that a metaphorical analysis of fantastic metamorphosis in children's

fantasy fiction may clarify the foundations of ideological constructions of childhood

as a realm of otherness. Fantastic metamorphosis, as a metaphorical vehicle, has many

potential tenors in its manifestation in children's literature. The tenor I will analyse

here is 'childhood as otherness', which is evident when fantastic metamorphosis is

explicitly restricted to children and denied to adult characters. Such an overt

restriction is rare, and is usually only implicit when narratives focalise through

metamorphic child characters and do not feature metamorphic adult characters.

However, this restriction is delineated very clearly in British writer Kate Thompson's

Switchers trilogy (1997-1999). Maria Lassén-Seger has explored links between

fantastic metamorphosis, childhood, and otherness, analysing the ways in which

othering creates power imbalances in the child-adult relationship (2000, 2002, 2004).

Complementing Lassén-Seger's findings, this paper will use the motif of fantastic

metamorphosis to examine the possible foundations for conceptualising children as

other, arguing that an explicit restriction of the motif of metamorphosis to childhood

foregrounds the two principal features upon which constructions of childhood as a

realm of otherness are based: children's and adults' apparent differences in physical

form and cultural/cognitive practice.
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Kate Thompson's Switchers trilogy overtly restricts fantastic metamorphosis to

childhood in ways that highlight the bodily and cognitive/cultural differences which

are at the root of an othering of childhood. In Thompson's series, child shape-shifters,

known as Switchers, must realise their power before the age of eight, and lose their

metamorphic abilities on their fifteenth birthday, when they face a choice as to which

form to become fixed within for the rest of their lives. As Switchers, they can

fantastically change into a diverse range of animal and imaginary forms, and these

abilities are finally explained by a hereditary connection to the ancient Irish faery, the

Tuatha de Danaan. Through these explicit plot facets, the trilogy suggests that

children's bodies and subjectivities are extremely mutable and variable in comparison

with those of adults, and that children have stronger connections than adults to nature,

animality, and the imaginative or magical. Such qualities of otherness to normative

adulthood are grafted onto children's apparent differences from adults in physical

form and cultural/cognitive practice. This is evident in how the series delineates the

eventual relinquishment of these qualities of otherness through both an inexorable and

socially induced movement towards the normalised category of adulthood.

Firstly, Thompson's overt restriction of fantastic metamorphosis to childhood points

to the significance of bodily difference as a foundation for constructions of otherness.

As Stuart Aitken has argued, '[t]he body is central to how hegemonic discourses

designate certain groups as 'other'' (2001, p.66). Discourses on corporeality and

subjectivity have highlighted how apparent biological differences may be perceived

as emblematic of fundamental subjective and ontological differences (e.g., Shildrick

2002). Despite the prominence of a Cartesian mind-body dichotomy in Western

culture which distinguishes the interior, rational mind as the source of subjectivity, a

conventional ideology by which the external body is considered representative of the

interior self persists and has become particularly prominent in contemporary

consumer society (Featherstone 1982). Biological categories, themselves to a large

extent constructed (Grosz 1994, pp.x-xi), may thus be used as a basis for the

application of categories of negative or condescending otherness entailing

differential ethical treatment (Shildrick 1997, p.9, p.168). Muddying actual alterity

with projected alterity, these secondary categories are othering stereotypes applied to

a person or group whose body or bodies appear to be different from a conceived ideal

norm (Cranny-Francis 2003, pp.140-50). The apparent dissimilarities between

children's and adults' typical forms of embodiment may thus be conceived as one of

the primary foundations for a construction of children as other. Child corporeality is

obviously different from adult embodiment in terms of size and muscularity (Prout

& James 1990, p.26), but the apparent bodily differences between children and adults

may also be conceptualised in terms of bodily processes. When the motif of fantastic

metamorphosis is specifically restricted to childhood, as it is in Thompson's series, it

highlights an ideology that children are other because they inhabit bodies which are

different to those of adults in both form and quality. Thompson's series thus offers

insight into understanding how the corporeal differences of children may be othered
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by the idea that children exist within a constant state of extreme flux and leakiness

in comparison with supposedly more static and bounded adult bodies. Because of this

connection, fluidity theories developed in theorisations of the female body are

indispensable to an understanding of this constructed otherness of children. Just as

such theories allow us to understand how women's corporeal and subjective

differences from men have been distorted by the application of exclusive fluidity

paradigms which deny comparable fluidity in men, so they encourage an

appreciation of how children's actual biological differences from adults are othered

by concepts which restrict fluidity and leakiness to children.

Drawing on the works of Mary Douglas (1966), Julia Kristeva (1982), Luce Irigaray

(1985a, 1985b) and others, feminists such as Elizabeth Grosz and Margrit Shildrick

have employed fluid and 'leaky body' theories to discuss the constructed embodiment

of women throughout Western history (Grosz 1994, pp.192-208; Shildrick 1997,

2001). Western/European patriarchal self-constructions habitually 'disguise [their

own] … exterior attributes, … bodily activity, and … relationship to nature' (Said

1978, p.128). The so-called 'normal' body, a model of what has been constructed in

the patriarchal West as the desired yet 'natural' ideal, is generally perceived as a

smooth and closed-up surface that allows for an inviolable body-self, a self that is

secure, distinct, and autonomous, an ideal of invulnerability (Shildrick 2002, p.51,

p.54). Fluid and leaky body discourse explains how such a construction is made

possible by processes of abjection and projection. This ideal body is able to be

conceived and then experienced as a secure material form because any sense of its

own corporeality, fluidity, and vulnerability is projected onto the body of the other

(Grosz 1994, p.203; Shildrick 2002, p.1). In the patriarchal history of the West, the

generic male body has therefore been constructed as ideal in comparison to the

generic female body, which is othered with an emphasis upon the ways in which its

menstrual and maternal incarnations make it subject to fluidity, vulnerability,

leakiness, management difficulties, and a blurring of boundaries between self and

other (Grosz 1994, pp.205-6; Shildrick 1997, p.17, pp.34-35). The supposed ultra-

fluidity in female forms is then considered emblematic of significant internal

differences, evoking a generic female selfhood that is mysterious, vulnerable,

possibly indeterminate, and threatening to the illusive contained, secure self.

The extremely mutable, flowing, and boundary-crossing body of multiple fantastic

metamorphoses metaphorically performs concepts of the fluidity and leakiness of

bodily and subjective boundaries. In a context in which fantastic metamorphosis is

restricted to childhood, the motif exposes how child bodies may be incorporated into

a construction of fluid bodies, and how the perceived extreme mutability of the child

body concurrently suggests a selfhood that is amorphous and unsettled. As

supposedly 'malleable', unfixed beings, children are conceived as possessing

immense 'potential' and power to 'become' (Ainsworth 1997, p.95). In direct

comparison, reaching adulthood is implicitly posited by this ideology as becoming

fixed in form and thus, also in personality and subjectivity (Spacks 1981, p.4). Both
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developmental psychology and law commonly conceive of children as beings of

potential, open to mental, emotional, and moral change in ways adults are not

(Ainsworth 1997; Bridgeman 2002). 

This othering ideology – that children are potentially mutable and multiple whereas

adults are resistant to extreme external and internal change – is emphasised in Kate

Thompson's Switchers trilogy: first, by the restriction of fantastic metamorphosis to

the childhood body, and then, by the delineation of an urgent need for child Switchers

to explore the range of their potential subjectivities before they reach the age of

fifteen and lose the power of taking multiple body-shapes. In Switchers (1998), an

eccentric old human, who was once a child Switcher herself, stresses the importance

of self-exploration during childhood: 

We all thinks we has all the time in the world when we's young. And sometimes we

doesn't push ourselves hard enough. We doesn't use our imagination, so we never

really gets to the bottom of ourselves. Sometimes we doesn't know what we could be

until it's too late. (Thompson, Switchers, p.122)

The pressing need to discover one's potential before the shift into adulthood implies

that once children have become adults they will have no possibility of performing

new subject positions. The loss of a capacity to fantastically change physical forms

and thus drastically alter perceptions (e.g., Thompson, Wild Blood, p.95) suggests a

loss of an ability to actively experience or adopt other ways of being-in-the-world. In

order to meet this ideology's definitions of adulthood, children must choose one form

to become fixed within and thus, supposedly, adopt one fixed identity. 

Thompson's decision to depict a reality in which fantastic metamorphosis is

restricted to children thus results in an ideology that childhood is fluid and mutable

while adulthood is static and limited. It does allow for continued bodily and

subjective change in adulthood, but suggests that adult changes are constrained,

taking place within borders fixed by how far the child self was extended. Because the

protagonist, Tess, and her friend, Kevin, 'stretched' their potential as Switchers, their

adult subjectivities will be complex and adaptable. Kevin says:

'I realised that it doesn't matter whether or not I can change my shape; not any more.

What matters is that being a Switcher taught me … how to adapt. How to change to

meet whatever situation arises, even though we might look the same from outside.' 

(Thompson, Wild Blood, p.164)

However, their adult changes will be physically limited, and their subjective changes

will thus take place within pre-established boundaries. In observing Kevin, who has

lost the ability to Switch and entered human adulthood, Tess is startled to realise that

his body has completed the extreme changes of childhood (including puberty,

subsumed within childhood in this ideology) and entered what are constructed as the

more gradual and less dramatic expansions of adulthood:

Tess was so accustomed to seeing him that she hadn't noticed the changes in his body,
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but all of a sudden they had become obvious. He was like a bag of bones, big bones,

all loosely connected and not very well coordinated. His feet were enormous and his

hands were long, with knuckles everywhere. He seemed acutely embarrassed by this

strange body but it would, Tess realised, soon begin to make more sense. The hollows

would flesh out and the shambling slackness would turn to smooth strength. Kevin was

growing out of being a boy and would soon be a man. 

(Thompson, Wild Blood, p.67)

These final changes Tess sees in Kevin indicate that he has reached what this ideology

defines as an adult plateau of gradual growth and change, leaving behind any

experience of what is constructed as the comparatively rapid and extreme changes of

childhood. His bones will never again transform in an expression of creative potential;

he will no longer 'grow up', but rather, 'grow out', fleshing out a preordained skeleton.

Because Switching ends at the age of fifteen when the child body inevitably becomes

an adult body of whatever species, Thompson's series partially presents a

biologically inexorable movement from childhood otherness towards adult

normality. However, the fact that Switchers have a choice about whether to become

an adult human highlights the possibility that the child other may resist becoming the

adult self-same. For example, permanently becoming a non-human animal offers a

continuation of otherness, as when Kevin's acquaintance chooses to become an eagle

(Thompson, Switchers, p.155). While the adult self is thus represented as set along a

limited and preordained course, children have the potential to move off the well-

beaten path of development from human child into human adult. In providing an

option which undermines the biological inevitability of growing up, Thompson's

series illustrates how the projection of otherness upon children occurs not merely

because of children's apparently different corporeality from adults, but also because

of their ostensible cultural and/or cognitive differences. Children's initial ignorance

of adult society's traditions of thinking and behaving render them different from

adults culturally, and developmental psychology, while much debated, attests to the

different functioning and/or capacities of children's minds from adults', suggesting

that children are also inherently different from adults cognitively (e.g., Piaget 1977;

Sutherland 1993). Children's apparent divergence from adult forms of culture and

cognitive practice is a foundational difference which may be used to exclusively

align children (as opposed to adults) with nature, animality, and the imaginative or

magical. Children's actual alterity is thus grafted with other qualities and features

which may come to be seen as essential elements of children and childhood. 

Children are frequently considered to be closer to nature because they are believed to

bear closer connections to the origin of life, whether this is invoked through

conceptualisations that humans begin life as biological beings who will be made

social by complex methods of socialisation (Richards 1998, p.136); through links to

the maternal; or through recapitulation theories which align children's biological and

cultural development with humanity's 'progress' through the centuries. Children are

associated with animals according to both groups' ostensible shared cognitive/cultural
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differences to adult humans. Ideas about animals are muddied by projected alterity as

much as ideas about human groups, and a variety of theorists have written about the

gaps between animals' actual alterity and the forms of otherness which are habitually

projected upon them (e.g., Midgley 1995; Bleakley 2000). Animals and children are

frequently both perceived to have lesser cognitive capacities and different cognitive

functioning than adult humans. For example, both are sometimes believed to live in

'the sense of a continuous present', without a context of personal time and collective

time or history (e.g., Lively 1987, pp.13-15; Olson 1997, pp.102-3). Both also appear

to use their bodies differently to Western/European human adults, something which is

linked to deficits in cognitive capacity or cognitive control over corporeality and a

'lack' of acculturation (Mills 2000, pp.26-28). Infants' lack of control over bodily

seepage and children's unsocialised use of their bodies may act as unwanted reminders

that adult humans are embedded in animal bodies and natural origins, not naturally

separated and transcended from bodily, animal functions. Children are thus othered

and considered closer to nature and animals because they have not yet internalised

socially required controls of their bodies and fitted their comportment to adult

requirements for civilised bodily behaviour (Prout 2000, p.12). While adults may also

be aligned with animals and nature in terms of sexuality and violence, such alignment

is outside the idealised construction of the adult rational norm, and the links between

children and animals comparatively relate to emphases of uncivilised wildness which

is fearsome or threatening only in terms of being fluid and contagious, untrained or

untamed. Finally, nature, animals, and children are all connected to the imaginative

and magical according to pagan and/or Romantic ideologies, and the recapitulation

theories I mentioned above. The metaphorical implications that children are more

closely linked to nature, animals, and the imaginative or magical are obvious in a

trilogy in which shape-shifting into a variety of animal and imaginary forms is limited

to childhood. However, this latter link to the imaginative and magical is also evident

specifically in how children's ability to Switch is explained in the novels by their faery

ancestry, which both highlights and accentuates children's supposed otherness to

'rational' adult culture. A child Switcher who permanently became one of the Tuatha

de Danaan informs Tess and her cousins that:

'all of us here have Danaan blood in our veins. That's why we have the powers that we

have.' He glanced at [the post-fifteen] Kevin. 'Or had, as the case may be.' 

(Wild Blood, p.132)

Why the Tuatha de Danaan blood and its accompanying powers dissolves or loses

potency on the dawn of a youth's fifteenth birthday is never explained, and can only

be accounted for by the novel's inherent ideologies of childhood otherness.

While children's constructed bodily differences are considered to change

automatically with the advance of time, entailing some biological changes to their

cognitive and cultural capacities, their cultural/cognitive differences are also

conceived to require stimulus to change if childhood otherness is to be absolutely
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overcome. There is a perceived need to induce or encourage children's movement

away from otherness and toward the adult norm by inducing changes to their

cultural/cognitive practices, changes which will also remedy their corporeal otherness

by securing the acculturation of their bodies. Thus, children are educated and

socialised in attempts to alter their cognitive or cultural approach to the world and

particularly to induce their cognitive and cultural control of their bodies. Contemporary

approaches frequently explore socialisation using Michel Foucault's (1977) theories

on power and discipline (e.g., Gore 1998; Simpson 2000). There is an understanding

that children are subjected to a process of socialisation which attempts to train and

thus, remake them into subjects who control and maintain their thoughts, bodies, and

behaviours according to an idealised 'norm'. This acculturation takes place from the

moment of birth, and is focused particularly through the family and school systems,

which attempt to teach children to control and discipline their bodies (Simpson 2000,

pp.63-68). According to such theories, the behaviours and values thrust onto the child

from the outside eventually become internalised, so that the child actively moves

away from childhood otherness into the normative category of adult culture. 

Thompson's Switchers trilogy highlights how childhood otherness is constructed atop

perceived cultural/cognitive differences by illustrating how childhood otherness can

be overcome and directed towards the acquisition of adult sameness through methods

of socialisation which actively alter cultural/cognitive differences and acculturate the

body. This is firstly evident in the way in which a socialised mind prevents children

from becoming Switchers after the age of eight. The trilogy proposes that because

children are interpellated into adult ideologies and ways of knowing as part of their

development into adult subjects, by the age of eight the child has been taught to

determine that what occurs outside the boundaries of consensus reality is merely a

fantasy to be rejected on a permanent basis: 

All kids is born with the ability [to Switch]. But very few learns that they has it. You

has to learn before you's eight years old, because after that your mind is set and you

takes on the same beliefs as everybody else. A lot of kids find out they can Switch, but

when their parents and friends say it's impossible, they believes them instead of

theirselves, and then they forgets about it, like they forgets everything that doesn't fit

in with what everyone else thinks. It's only a few who has enough faith in theirselves

to know that they can do it despite what the rest of the world thinks. 

(Thompson, Switchers, pp.194-95)

Thus, while the child mind is constructed as different from the adult, more

biologically driven and animal, more open to the imaginative and magical, it is not

believed to be a permanent form of otherness, as the child can eventually be fully

interpellated into adult ways of thinking and knowing the world. This is further

evident in the way in which socialisation may have been so firmly successful by the

age of fifteen that children will actively choose to grow up and become adult humans,

indoctrinated into a sense of the necessity of shedding childhood otherness and taking

on adult roles and responsibilities. Tess's uncle Maurice, once a child Switcher, thus
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chose to become an adult human because he felt a sense of responsibility to his

parents. He says to his twin brother, 'one of us had to stay with our mother and father

… If we had both vanished for ever it would have killed them' (Thompson, Wild

Blood, p.141). Responsibility to the emotional needs of others is also a 'concern' for

Tess (Wild Blood, p.141), but she finally chooses to become an adult human out of a

perceived need for environmental 'ambassadors' and warriors to act from within the

dominant social group in order to protect the natural world from the ravages of

humanity (Wild Blood, pp.164-65). The trilogy thus works as a force for socialisation

in itself by implicitly valorising the decision to enter human adulthood rather than

remain permanently other. It does this merely by representing a protagonist who

makes this choice, but also by delineating Kevin's decision to become a human adult.

Neglected by human social structures as a child, Kevin initially wants to escape into

permanent otherness outside the adult realm by becoming a rat on his fifteenth

birthday. After being cheated out of this choice by circumstances outlined in Switchers

and Midnight's Choice, the adult Kevin is changed into a rat by a Tuatha de Danaan,

but having experienced human adulthood he rejects this opportunity to escape the

adult world, firmly asserting: 'I want to be human' (Wild Blood, p.163). The

implication is that child readers, like these two sympathetic characters, should aspire

to eventually relinquish their fantastic childhood otherness by growing up.

An exploration of the motif of fantastic metamorphosis, when it is exclusively

restricted to childhood, allows us to explore the possible foundations for adult

constructions of childhood as a realm of otherness. By analysing Kate Thompson's

Switchers trilogy, I have illustrated how representations of childhood as a realm of

the fluid and potential, the natural, animal, and imaginative or magical, are

constructions of alterity grafted upon children's perceived differences in corporeality

and cultural/cognitive practice. This is evident in the way in which Thompson's series

delineates children's biologically inexorable movement towards adulthood but also

stresses the importance of socialisation in encouraging children to abandon otherness

for adult normality.

Notes

i The common use of a racial/colonising analogy is potentially problematic. Clare Bradford
has pointed out that an analogy drawn between children and indigenous peoples in terms of
their comparable positions in relation to structures of power is imperfect and undermines the
more extreme othering suffered by indigenous peoples (2001, p.11-12).

ii Julia Kristeva's (1982) proposition that the body of the mother in the Western logos has been
constructed as an abject body entails an implication that children begin linked to the abject
(m)other and need to separate themselves in order to grow up and enter the realm of
adulthood. Gareth Matthews (1994, p.20) provides a good overview of recapitulation
theories, i.e., theories that the development of the individual repeats the development of the
species. Key proponents of the theory include Ernst Haeckel, G. Stanley Hall, Freud, Piaget,
Friedrich Engels and Dr. Spock.
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